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From: "Rakesh Kumar" <rakesh_ishwar@yahoo.com>
To: "rakesh" 

<rakesh_ishwar@yahoo.
com>

Bcc: "Abezire Brown" 
<abezireb@yahoo.co.uk>, 
"agni zotis" 
<agnizotis@yahoo.com>, 
"allan" <aramlall@aol.com>, 
"Amrita Dhillon" 
<amrita7@gmail.com>, 
"Anjali Maniam" <anjali.
maniam@gmail.com>, 
"Annick ROSSI" 
<annickrossi5@yahoo.
com>, "anushka 
manchanda" 
<anushkamanchanda@gmail.
com>, "armida" 
<amacri@instaknow.com>, 
"bala" <premasai23@gmail.
com>, "Barbara" 
<jadebarbara@optonline.
net>, "bhupesh" 
<gupta@seatradedxb.com>, 
"butto" <buttoflute@gmail.
com>, "Christine Cox" 
<chris.cox22@yahoo.com>, 
"christine" 
<christi1123@yahoo.com>, 
"chuk" <rbmus98@aol.
com>, "Clifford Shulman" 
<cliffshul@verizon.net>, 
"Colleen Conroy" 
<fruggycolleen@yahoo.
com>, "constance" 
<shelleycoburn@gmail.
com>, "Delores Duckett" 
<dwduckett@yahoo.com>, 
"dinesh" 
<dmadaan@verizon.net>, 
"Early" <yolandaej@aol.
com>, "elda" 
<ekallciu@hotmail.com>, 
"faybiene miranda" 
<wordzie007@aol.com>, 
"georgi" <colorsoflife@excite.
com>, "inder BAKSHI" 
<inderbakshi@hotmail.
com>, "jamal" 
<akil8001@yahoo.com>, 
"jayagopal" 
<sjayagopal@aol.com>, 
"Jessica Dias" 
<jessicadias@hotmail.com>, 
"jose" 
<joseecamargo@yahoo.
com>, "joyce" <jac817@nyc.
rr.com>, "kamal" 
<singh_kamal@yahoo.
com>, karunaji@msn.com, 
"kathy" <kdaviswbai@yahoo.
com>, "khushali" 
<khushali216@yahoo.com>, 
"kokayi" <drkokayi@yahoo.
com>, "KomalDLXYHDLXYG 
Rohra" <k.rohra@mitsui.
com>, "laina" 
<tripthi@yahoo.com>, 
"Lydia Fernandes" 
<lydiaf@zeenetwork.com>, 
"Madhu Iyer" 
<madiyer@gmail.com>, 
marilyn.worrell@gmail.com, 
"meg" <mzf108@aol.com>, 
"michael" <astrokat@gmail.
com>, "Mike Williams" 
<mike@genesisfn.com>, 
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"Mokshapriya/Mita" 
<mokshapriya@hotmail.
com>, "Mrinalini" 
<mrinmrin@gmail.com>, 
"mukta" <kstarke@cloud9.
net>, "mutthu" 
<singingdrums@gmail.
com>, naeemah.
leonard@ubs.com, "Nandini" 
<nandini.
ratnam@metmuseum.org>, 
"neetu goel" 
<neetu_goel@yahoo.com>, 
"Neha Sharma" 
<ibneha@yahoo.com>, 
"Ngina Duckett" 
<duckettngina@yahoo.
com>, "noelina" 
<noelinaa@aol.com>, 
"nougzar" <nd16188@yahoo.
com>, "P Shashi" 
<saiamrith2003@yahoo.
com>, "patricia dow" 
<patriciaidow@yahoo.com>, 
"pawnee" 
<pawneesills@verizon.net>, 
"phylis" 
<sujatama@earthlink.net>, 
"Pooja Bhalla" 
<pbhalla78@gmail.com>, 
"poonam mcfarland" 
<poonammcfarland@hotmail.
com>, "pradeep" 
<kpk421@hotmail.com>, 
"Prasad Bhandarkar" 
<prasad.bhandarkar@gmail.
com>, "Premilla Rickhi" 
<whitehaven@norfolk95.
fsnet.co.uk>, "ram" 
<ramjam29@yahoo.com>, 
"rama" <dashavtar@aol.
com>, "rami" 
<lankan81@yahoo.com>, 
"ravi" <rk_g99@yahoo.
com>, "rebecca" <rebecca.
jackson@ubs.com>, "robert 
findlay" <rob@robfindlay.
com>, "ronald" 
<ronbrat@yahoo.com>, 
"roslyn" <rdudley@nyc.rr.
com>, "Salini Shashidharan" 
<ss13@nyu.edu>, "Sanjana 
Chopra" <sanjanapc@gmail.
com>, "Shalini Nataraj" 
<shalini.nataraj@gmail.
com>, "shelley" 
<shelleyherai@hotmail.
com>, "Shilpa Abhyankar" 
<forshilpa@yahoo.com>, 
"shridhar" <shri@thearch.
org>, "smiti" 
<skhanna50@hotmail.
com>, "sophia" 
<sophiem5@yahoo.com>, 
"steven" <smachat@gmail.
com>, "sunil" <sunil.p.
lekhi@jpmchase.com>, 
"Sunil Singh" <sunil.kumar.
singh@gmail.com>, "Sunita 
Gujadhur" 
<sunguj1@hotmail.com>, 
"terry" 
<terrymanchanda@yahoo.co.
in>, "Vabulous!" 
<vabulous3369@yahoo.
com>, "vaishali" 
<vaishusaraf@yahoo.com>, 
"Vandana Mudgill" 
<vandana_mudgill@yahoo.
co.in>, "vandana sharma" 
<vandana.
sharma@sealedair.com>, 
"Vanessa Cabrera" 
<vjcabrera@gmail.com>, 
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"vida" <vok4u@aol.com>, 
"Wagdevi Thimmaiah" 
<santosh34@hotmail.com>

Dear friends

 

Just to update you on the latest world situations and the predictions.

 

In India, great floods have already invaded some states and over 5 million people in the state of Bihar alone have been left homeless. Bengal 

and Bangladesh also have been flooded. The latest news today is that the state of Uttar Pradesh is also flooded and people are wading through 3 

feet of water. The river Sarayu has crossed the danger mark and more disaster is expected. Thousands of tons of crops have been destroyed, and 

the country is reeling.

 

England is also reeling under unprecedented floods that seem to worsen.

 

A volcano erupted in the Philippines and the lava went up as high as 5 miles in the sky!

 

Pakistan is already facing terror attacks from the Muslim militants, and general Pervez Musharraf is a beaten man. 

 

Today, a long bridge in Minneapolis, over the Mississippi river broke down and many cars and trucks went into the river. Very unusual indeed.

 

Coming back to my earlier predictions, I had mentioned that there could be great floods, earthquakes and natural disasters in India. There could 

also be mass destruction in many places. Terrorist attacks are possible. America too would be vulnerable to such dangers. I had mentioned that 

the whole nucleus of the terrorist camps are north of Pakistan adjoining Afghanistan border. That really is the crux and base of world terrorism. I 

do see some action in that area. The month from August 14th to September 17th is very crucial. Apart from some great danger to many 

countries, there may be a financial collapse. But September onwards, there will be a shift of consciousness in the world. People will start 

seeking spiritual blessings and the transformation of mankind will start in a way.

 

From the 3rd week of November onwards, the divine hand comes into play and God will make His presence felt throughout the world in some 

way. The year 2008 will definitely be very positive for the world and those who seek the spiritual path.

 

God bless

 

Dr. Rakesh Kumar

Chairman

'ISHWAR"

Ph: 718-429-1892

website:ishwarastral.com

Boardwalk for $500? In 2007? Ha!  

Play Monopoly Here and Now (it's updated for today's economy) at Yahoo! Games.
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